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In a wide variety of broadband applications, there is a need to distribute information to a potentially
large number of receiver sites that are widely dispersed from each other. Communication satellites
are a natural technology option and are extremely well suited for carrying such services because
of the inherent broadcast capability of the satellite channel. Despite the potential of satellite
multicast, there exists little support for multicast services over satellite networks. Although
several multicast protocols have been proposed for use over the Internet, they are not optimized for
satellite networks. One of the key multicast components that is aﬀected when satellite networks are
involved in the communication is the transport layer. In this paper, we attempt to provide an overview
of the design space and the ways in which the network deployment and application requirements aﬀect
the solution space for transport layer schemes in a satellite environment. We also highlight some
of the issues that are critical in the development of next generation satellite multicast services.
Copyright # 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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In a wide variety of broadband applications, such as software updates, distributed computing,
and multimedia content distribution, there is a need to distribute information to a potentially
large number of receiver sites that are widely dispersed from each other. Communication
satellites are a natural option for this because of the inherent broadcast capability of the satellite
channel. Also, a satellite-based infrastructure can, in many cases, be established to oﬀer
widespread service provision with greater ease and simplicity than an infrastructure based on
terrestrial broadband links, when the latter is not available. Hence, while much of the
broadband communication today is carried via terrestrial links, satellites will come to play a
greater and more important role, especially for point-to-multipoint services.
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Next-generation satellite communication systems utilizing higher frequency bands such as the
Ka-band, spot-beam technology and on-board processing are currently under development
(e.g. Hughes SPACEWAY [1] by Hughes Network Systems). Ka-band is very desirable for
satellite communication systems, because it oﬀers abundant bandwidth. The use of spot-beam
and on-board processing technologies enable the use of small, low-power, low-cost user
terminals that oﬀer two-way direct communication. These systems are likely to play an
important role in the global communication infrastructure [2].
Despite the potential of satellite multicast, there exists little support for multicast services over
satellite networks. Although several multicast protocols have been proposed for use over the
Internet, they are not optimized for satellite networks. Therefore, eﬃcient integration of nextgeneration satellite systems and multicast services requires the study and adaptation of these
protocols. One of the key multicast components that is aﬀected when satellite networks are
involved in the communication is the transport layer. Both Internet Engineering and Internet
Research Task Forces (IETF and IRTF) have been involved in a research eﬀort to identify the
design space for a general purpose multicast transport protocol and standardize certain protocol
components as building blocks [3, 4]. Their eﬀorts show, however, that it is arguably impossible
to achieve a one-size-ﬁts-all design recipe, due to the diverse range of multicast applications and
the variety of multicast network topologies.
In this paper, we focus on transport protocol issues, and we attempt to provide an overview of
the design space and the ways in which the network deployment and application requirements
aﬀect the solution space for transport layer schemes in a satellite environment. An earlier survey
of protocols, functions and mechanisms for multi-point communication can be found in
Reference [5], while Reference [6] gives a taxonomy of multicast transport protocols and
classiﬁes them according to important common features. This work has been taken forward in
the context of satellite networks in Reference [7].
We maintain a similar taxonomy to that established in References [6, 7] because
it is also consistent with the IETF standardization eﬀorts [3, 4, 8, 9]. However, we ﬁrst
discuss the characteristics of satellite networks and identify which key blocks of a
general multicast transport protocol are aﬀected by certain network deployment
scenarios. We also pay special attention to issues related to reliable dissemination of
data since it imposes several additional requirements on the design of protocols.
In Section 3, we present a survey of current alternatives on the design of multicast transport
protocols and discuss their applicability to our network scenarios. In Section 4, we give
recommendations on the desirable futures of protocols for satellite multicast. Section 5
concludes the paper.
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2. CHARACTERISTICS OF SATELLITE NETWORKS

Satellites systems are becoming an integral component of broadband networks. They have
several characteristics that are particularly attractive in this case, such as breadth of broadcast
‘reach’, ubiquitous access, low-cost global coverage, large and most importantly ﬂexible
capacity. At the same time, characteristics such as the relatively long propagation delay and the
complications of a wireless channel, constitute serious shortcomings. Finally, a few other
characteristics such as on-board switching, regeneration and spot-beam technology oﬀer
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opportunities and represent challenges that can transform some of the shortcomings into
strengths.
In this section, we provide a description of the technology challenges that must be overcame
to permit the successful design of transport layer schemes for satellite networks.
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Spectrum congestion of frequency bands (L, S, C, or Ku bands) that had been conventionally
used for satellite services is leading to the use of higher frequency bands such as the Ka-band
(20–30 GHz). Ka-band is very desirable for multimedia communications because it oﬀers wider
bandwidth. Such large bandwidth segments are unavailable at lower frequencies, such as Kuband (12–18 GHz) and C-band (4–6 GHz), which were until recently the bands used for ﬁxed
satellite service (FSS) communications. Most very small aperture terminal (VSAT) and direct
broadcast satellite television (DBS TV) systems in operation today use portions of the Ku-band,
while most Ka-band systems are scheduled to start oﬀering customer service in the near future
[2, 10].
However, Ka-band has one major disadvantage. Rain and atmospheric attenuation present a
signiﬁcant challenge to transmission of signals at Ka-band frequencies [10, 11], as the molecular
water vapour absorption resonance frequency is located at the center of the band, at 22:3 GHz:
The resulting signal fading causes not only just random bit errors but also longer bursty errors
that can cause the transmission operation to be completely ‘oﬀ’ for short periods of time, even
though the channel would be of extremely high quality for most of the operation. Moreover,
such extreme attenuation usually occurs in cells of small dimension (2–8 km in diameter) [12]
compared to the footprint of a narrow spot-beam (650 km in diameter at a geosynchronous
orbit). Therefore, at any time instant, user stations experience very diﬀerent channel conditions,
leading to a heterogeneity in the reception quality. Continuing demand for additional bandwidth
has forced commercial satellite system designers to consider even higher frequency bands,
namely the V-band (40–75 GHz). Some military satellite systems already operate in this
frequency range. These higher frequencies oﬀer additional challenges to the designer such as
more severe multi-path fading and scattering of transmitted signals. Clearly, satellite channels
suﬀer from higher error rates and bursty error patterns than terrestrial wireline networks, and
transport protocols have to have adequate mechanisms to maintain ﬁber-like quality-of-service
(QoS).
Another setback for satellite networks is the long propagation delays associated with satellite
channels. The physical distance of a communications satellite from the source and destination
imposes a signiﬁcant propagation delay on every transmission. Besides causing problems for
real-time delay-sensitive applications, this delay can adversely aﬀect the performance of certain
transport protocols, such as transmission control protocol (TCP). In geostationary earth orbit
(GEO) and medium earth orbit (MEO) systems, the propagation delay (260 and 100 ms;
respectively) is much higher than in low earth orbit (LEO) systems ð10 msÞ; but in LEO
constellations the need to route a signal through multiple satellites imposes delay, too, and
might also increase the variance of the delay.
Unreliability of the satellite channel, long propagation delays and the heterogeneity in the
channel quality impose a signiﬁcant challenge in the design of several reliable multicast
transport protocol blocks. These challenges are discussed in detail in Section 3.
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2.2. Constraints imposed by the network topology
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We consider two of the most common topologies for multicast service support involving
broadband satellites:
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(i) Satellite networks can be deployed as a backbone for interconnection of geographically
distributed high-speed local area networks (LAN). In this scenario, LAN are connected
to the satellite backbone through one or more gateway nodes that have satellite uplink
capability (Figure 1(a)). This network topology gives rise to a hierarchical structure:
satellite and gateway nodes acting as an overlay network for the LAN(s). In general,
LAN(s) may also have access to a terrestrial core network. This network architecture
provides unique opportunities for multicast distribution of data. In this scenario, the
forward (downlink) feed may be used to eﬃciently distribute content to many sites, while
the terrestrial links are used for transmission of out-of-band control information, user
feedback, and data retransmissions.
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Figure 1. Satellite network topologies. (a) Case I: backbone deployment.
(b) Case II: direct-to-home deployment.
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(ii) A direct-to-home (or direct-to-business) deployment, where the network consists of
independent ground terminals with direct uni- or bi-directional connection to the
satellite. In this scenario, network has a star topology and user terminals have no direct
access to other networks. Ground terminals access the terrestrial core network through a
gateway node located at the so-called network operations center (NOC) (Figure 1(b)).
This architecture imposes additional challenges on the transport protocol, especially if
reliable delivery of the data is required, because a satellite return channel is required and
the transmission of user feedback, out-of-band control information, and data
retransmission have to go through the satellite channel.
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Network topology is one of the most important constraints, because it strictly limits the
mechanisms that can be used for reliability, ﬂow and congestion control. We discuss the
limitations and strengths of current design alternatives for a given network topology in the next
section.
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3. TAXONOMY OF MULTICAST TRANSPORT PROTOCOL BUILDING BLOCKS
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A multicast transport protocol operates through inter-working of several diﬀerent components.
The topology of the deployed network and the requirements of the target application constrains
the design space of these components. In this section, we provide a taxonomy of the design
features that are desirable for a multicast transport protocol. Some of these features are required
for providing reliability.
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3.1. Loss detection and feedback
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To provide reliability, a protocol needs to identify the packets that failed to reach a given
destination. This is achieved through loss-notiﬁcation (feedback) packets returned to the
designated source(s)} (e.g. sender) by the receivers. Traditionally, this feedback has been in one
of the following forms:
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For multicast transport protocols, ACK-based loss-notiﬁcation has been shown to lead to the
ACK implosion problem. The problem arises when a large number of multicast receivers return
an ACK packet for every packet they receive correctly, causing a serious network congestion
around the links of the source. Another potential problem is that the source is required to keep
track of the size, and the current state of the reporting receiver-set, in order to identify the last
data packet correctly received by all receivers. In a large scale multicast application, the memory
and processing load becomes prohibitive.
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Positive acknowledgments (ACK): Receivers return ACK packets to the designated source,
indicating which packets have been received.
Negative acknowledgments (NACK): Receivers return NACK packets to the designated
source, indicating only packets that are missing by a receiver.
A hybrid approach (i.e. both ACK(s) and NACK(s)).
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We adopt the term designated source in place of the sender because, unlike the unicast communication, some multicast
protocols use intermediate nodes to collect and aggregate feedback information.
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NACK-based feedback alleviates some of the problems. The performance comparison study
presented in Reference [13] conﬁrms that NACK-based multicast transport protocols deliver
better performance than their ACK-based counterparts in wireline terrestrial networks. In
NACK-based feedback, receivers detect missing packets by checking for gaps in the packet
sequence numbers and report to the designated source. The source neither needs to know the
size of the receiver-set at any point in time, nor keeps track of the current state of every receiver
in its group. Also, the number of NACK packets is expected to be less than that of ACK packets
at low error rates. A disadvantage is that it is more diﬃcult for the source to know when it can
free the transmission buﬀers, since NACK packets may be lost in transmission.
For a satellite multicast application, the potential problems related to loss detection and user
feedback are more pronounced. Due to high error rates over the satellite links and the
potentially large number of receivers, even NACK-based feedback may lead to an implosion
problem. Moreover, long propagation delays make retransmission of data in response to user
feedback ineﬃcient, if not impossible. In a backbone deployment, existence of terrestrial links
allows the use of supporting mechanisms such as feedback aggregation [14–18] and feedback
suppression [17–20], which have been primarily developed with wireline terrestrial networks in
mind. In a direct-to-home deployment, however, the applicability of these algorithms are limited
as we will further elaborate in Section 3.3.
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A packet recovery mechanism is an essential component of a reliable transport protocol.
Automatic repeat request (ARQ) is a well-known technique for this purpose. In ARQ, sources
respond to loss notiﬁcation reports by retransmitting the missing packets. In a satellite multicast
application, pure-ARQ for packet recovery turns out to be ineﬃcient for several reasons. Long
propagation delays associated with satellite links make the delay incurred during this repeatrequest process unacceptable for many delay sensitive applications (e.g. video streaming). The
frequent and deep fades observed in satellite links result in high error rates and bursty error
patterns. Therefore, even if the feedback mechanism is eﬃcient in returning the loss information
back to the sources, in a typical wide area satellite deployment, considerable network bandwidth
and processing time would be spent by retransmitting the diﬀerent packets lost at diﬀerent
receivers. Several early papers exist on use of ARQ in satellite multicast applications [21–24].
Forward error correction (FEC) coding is a well-known technique for protecting data against
corruption [25–27]. FEC coding involves addition of redundant (parity) data to the original
stream either at the physical bit level or at the packet level. In some FEC schemes, redundant
data are added to the physical bit stream. This may improve the satellite link’s eﬀective bit error
rate (BER), reducing the number of errors without an increase in the satellite transmitted power
(EIRP). However, in the case of IP multicast protocols, the network layers will detect corrupted
packets and discard them or the transport layers can use packet authentication to discard
corrupted packets. Therefore, an alternative application of FEC codes to multicast protocols is
as an erasure code [8, 9, 27,28] at the packet level. Erasure codes allow generation of n encoding
packets from k original data packets. In such cases, the original k data packets can be
reconstructed as long as k out of the transmitted n encoding packets are received correctly. Use
of FEC erasure coding oﬀers some solution to a number of problems.
One immediate beneﬁt of packet level FEC coding is the reduction in the number of lost
packets. This minimizes the number of feedback reports as well as the need for retransmissions,
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and improves scalability. FEC coding has an additional beneﬁt for satellite multicast services.
Unlike the unicast communication, where the retransmission exclusively beneﬁts the receiver
that made the request, in multicast, the protocol has the option to either unicast or multicast the
retransmitted packet. Multicast of retransmitted packets would beneﬁt multiple receivers in case
of correlated loss. However, it may as well degrade channel utilization in case of uncorrelated
loss. Because of the broadcast nature of the satellite channel, all packets are received by all
members of the receiver-set. Transmitting parity packets in place of corrupted data packets
signiﬁcantly improves the channel utilization, since a single parity packet can repair loss of
diﬀerent packets at diﬀerent receivers of the same session. Also, the protocol becomes more
scalable in the number of receivers. The protocol does not need to know which packets have
been lost by the receivers of the session but only the maximum number of packets lost by any
receiver of the session. Therefore, the feedback from a single receiver has been reduced [28–31].
Packet level FEC coding is a valuable component in the context of reliable multicast delivery,
because FEC encoding symbols can be useful to all receivers in the recovery process even when
diﬀerent encoding symbols are received at diﬀerent receivers. Therefore, there is an agreement
among the research community on the use of packet level FEC coding, especially over errorprone and high latency channels, where retransmission of packets in response to individual
receiver requests is ineﬃcient. Many of the recent reliable multicast transport protocols integrate
some form of packet level FEC coding [32–34] in their design. We will elaborate more on the
integration of packet level FEC coding in Section 4.3.
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Several existing multicast protocols adopt feedback suppression and feedback aggregation
schemes to control the number and ﬂow of feedback packets to avoid feedback implosion
problem. Applicability of these methods in a satellite multicast application depends heavily on
the architecture of the deployed network.
Feedback aggregation is applicable in networks where a logical or physical hierarchy is
possible. Feedback aggregation relies on intermediate entities to collect, ﬁlter-out and combine
feedback information towards the source. In a backbone scenario, it is possible for intermediate
LAN routers to aggregate feedback packets from receiver nodes and to report only the
aggregated feedback information to the satellite gateways. Gateway nodes can further aggregate
reports from several routers to pass only a single feedback information back to the source. This
aggregation towards the root of the hierarchy cuts back on the number of feedback reports and
prevents receivers from contacting the source directly, enabling the protocol to scale over large
set of receivers. In this scenario, it also possible to use the terrestrial network for transmission
and aggregation of feedback information [14–18]. In a direct-to-home deployment, feedback
aggregation would not be possible because the star topology does not lend itself into a
hierarchy. Even if the number of interested users inside the local domain is small or feedback
aggregation techniques are used in the local domain, feedback implosion remains to be a
challenge due to large number of terminals.
Feedback aggregation schemes require additional functionality at the intermediate routers of
the network [35]. This raises questions about whether the router extensions can be standardized
and automatically conﬁgured. Instead of controlling the volume of feedback information by
aggregation, feedback suppression algorithms control the number of feedback packets
forwarded by every user. In terrestrial networks, if feedback reports were multicast to the
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3.3. Feedback suppression and aggregation
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network, then receivers could listen to the feedback reports of others to suppress their own
feedback reports if the received report is for the same missing packet. Coupled with random
timers and statistical back-oﬀ, this type of feedback suppression would, in an ideal setting, let
only one feedback report to be returned to the sender for every missing packet [17–20].
However, multicast forwarding of feedback reports must be scoped by use of time-to-live (TTL)
ﬁelds to minimize the ﬂooding of the network by feedback packets. When terrestrial links are
used for transmission of feedback information, this form of feedback suppression is applicable
in satellite networks. It is not, however, applicable for direct-to-home deployment since we
assume there is no direct connection among receivers. Even though the satellite can relay the
feedback packet by broadcasting it to all the receivers, the delay incurred during the coordination may be unacceptable in many cases. However, other possible implementations of
feedback suppression is possible if, for example, a representative (or a set of representatives)
among the users could be selected to transmit its feedback for the group. These possibilities are
further discussed in Section 4.1.
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In unicast communication, feedback reports are returned to sender and retransmissions are
initiated by the sender. In order to avoid feedback implosion and traﬃc concentration at the
sender and to reduce the packet recovery latency, several multicast protocols adopt local
recovery methods [14–16, 18, 20]. Local recovery allows designated nodes to buﬀer data packets,
and initiate retransmissions on behalf of the sender. Therefore, receivers ﬁrst try to recover
missing packets through these nodes. If the missing packet can not be recovered through the use
of designated nodes, then the retransmission request is forwarded to the sender. In networks
where a logical or physical hierarchy is possible, intermediate routers can buﬀer the packets
forwarded through them and initiate retransmission up on receiving a request. Coupled with
feedback aggregation (Section 3.3) router-assisted local recovery is shown to improve the
scalability and the performance of reliable multicast protocols [31, 36–39].
Local recovery of packets are particularly important in satellite networks because of the long
propagation delays associated with satellite links. In a backbone deployment, satellite gateways
are in a very good position to assist in the local recovery together with other intermediate
routers. However, as it is the case with feedback aggregation, router-assisted local recovery
requires support from intermediate network elements and its availability depends on existence
of router extensions [35, 40]. A generalization of router-assisted local recovery is possible, if
receiver nodes are also allowed to respond to retransmission requests. In this case, feedback
packets need to be multicast to the (sub)set of receivers. However, eﬃcient scoping of feedback
and repair packets must be implemented to avoid ﬂooding of network. In a direct-to-home
deployment, all receivers receive packets directly from the satellite and there are no intermediate
routers between satellite and the receivers. Therefore, it is diﬃcult to implement local recovery
for this type of networks.
3.5. Congestion and ﬂow control
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3.4. Packet recovery
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The Internet congestion control has been achieved by the widespread use of TCP protocol.
Multicast protocols need to have suitable techniques to avoid congestion and to determine a
‘fair’ share of the available resources with respect to TCP network traﬃc. Therefore, most of the
recent studies and proposals for congestion control of multicast traﬃc in the Internet try to be
Copyright # 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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TCP-friendly by adopting the behaviour of TCP algorithm as the standard of fairness. In the
context of satellite multicasting, there are two problems: (i) adaptation of TCP behaviour to the
multicast communication, and (ii) adaptation of TCP behaviour to satellite networks. We will
ﬁrst discuss the issues related to having a TCP-like behaviour in the context of multicast
communication, and then elaborate on problems related to satellite context.
TCP protocol uses a window-based congestion control algorithm, where the size of the
congestion window determines the number of outstanding (i.e. not yet acknowledged) packets in
the network. The window size is regulated in response to ACK packets returned to the sender.
Lack of an ACK packet acts as a loss (and/or delay) indication causing the window size to be
decreased, otherwise it is increased. However, it is diﬃcult to extend window-based regulation to
multicast communication. Applying a single window size to the whole session has been shown to
restrict the throughput more severely than required by the bottleneck path [41] because, the
throughput is dictated by the receiver with the longest round-trip delay (RTT) rather than the
bottleneck receiver (i.e. the receiver with the smallest throughput). Use of per packet ACK(s) for
regulation of the session rate is another problem for multicast applications, because it causes, as
in the case of receiver feedback for reliability, feedback implosion problem at the sender.
Another fundamental problem in multicast congestion control is the loss path multiplicity
problem [42]. Unlike unicast congestion control, where the sender regulates its transmission rate
based on the loss indications from a single receiver, a multicast source receives loss indications
from multiple receivers, reﬂecting diverse conditions in various parts of the network. For
example, if a source receives multiple loss indications from a set of receivers that are behind the
same bottleneck link, and reduces its rate in response to each such loss indication, then it would
be over-compensating for a single loss. Therefore, loss indications have to be appropriately
combined when making a single rate control decision [43, 44]. The multicast source must
regulate its rate according to the most congested path, or equivalently, according to the lossiest
receiver in the multicast group.
Some of the previous proposals on the issues of error recovery and feedback implosion
(Sections 3.1–3.3) can be incorporated into congestion control schemes. Multicast transmission
control protocol (MTCP) [45] is based on a multi-level logical tree, which is used to aggregate
ACK-based feedback packets, where the root is the sender and other nodes in the tree are
receivers. Internal nodes, referred to as sender’s agents (SA) monitor the congestion level of their
children and compute the minimum bandwidth available from the sender to their children by
maintaining a TCP-like congestion window. When sending an ACK to its parent, a SA includes
in the ACK packet, a summary of the congestion level of its children. The sender regulates its
rate based on its own summary. The pragmatic general multicast congestion control (PGMCC)
[46, 47] uses a window-based control that mimics the TCP behaviour, but runs it between the
sender and the bottleneck receiver avoiding some of the problems addressed in Reference [41].
The bottleneck receiver, referred to as the acker, is chosen dynamically based on receivers’ loss
rate reports embedded into NACK-based feedback reports. ACK-based feedback is only used
between the acker and the sender for congestion control.
Diﬃculties in implementing window-based congestion control have lead to rate- and
equation-based control protocols [48–50]. These protocols calculate the rate at the sender based
on the long-term throughput equation for TCP protocol. The equation gives the expected rate of
a TCP ﬂow as a function of the steady-state loss event rate, round-trip time, and the packet size.
Receivers measure their loss rate and include this information in the feedback packets returned
to the sender. The sender uses the feedback messages to measure and estimate the round-trip
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time to the receivers and uses the rate equation to derive the acceptable transmission rate.
However, estimation of round-trip time without causing excessive traﬃc at the sender presents a
formidable task, and is the key component of equation-based control protocols.
Use of single rate congestion control algorithms for multicast services necessarily forces the
sender to adjust its rate according to the bottleneck receiver. Heterogeneity of the receiver-set
penalizes the receivers with higher throughputs. To avoid this problem, several authors have
suggested layered organization of the transmitted data [51, 52]. In layered multicast
transmission, sender distributes the data using layers with increasing bandwidth. Receivers
add or drop layers based on the perceived bandwidth of the path to the sender. This allows each
receiver to match its desired rate. In order to use layered transmission as a congestion control
algorithm, however, receivers behind the same router have to act in a co-ordinated manner,
because the action of a receiver dropping a layer (due to perceived congestion) would not be
eﬀective unless all the receivers sharing the bottleneck drop the same layer. Moreover, if a
receiver causes congestion on the bottleneck link by adding a new layer, another might interpret
the resulting losses as a consequence of its current level and drop a layer. Therefore, fairness of
the protocol requires that all of them have a similar behaviour [52]. As another point, a layered
organization is only possible if the data to be transferred supports it. Layered organization is
more eﬀective for video and audio-conferencing applications, where data can be organized into
layers of increasing quality [53]. However, for bulk data transfer, this is not possible. By using a
proper arrangement, a similar approach could be used [54–56], if the data can be processed
beforehand. For data generated on the ﬂy, it becomes more complex to ﬁnd a suitable data
organization without wasting network capacity. Layered transmission is less suitable for satellite
multicast, since all receivers see the same eﬀective link rate.
All current proposals try to achieve TCP compatibility because, TCP protocol is the de facto
standard for end-to-end congestion control in the Internet. However, deployment of satellite
networks, either as an access network to Internet or a core network for global services, poses
new questions on the performance of TCP-like protocols over hybrid or pure satellite networks.
TCP protocol, initially designed for terrestrial networks with low link error rates, assumes all
loss indications are due congestion in the network (i.e. overﬂow of router buﬀers). Therefore,
sender decreases its rate each time a packet loss is detected. For satellite networks, this causes
unnecessary performance degradation when the losses are due to link errors. To overcome this
problem, several solutions have been proposed in the literature. One solution is to diﬀerentiate
between losses due to congestion and losses due to link errors. In link corruption notiﬁcation
algorithm [57], which is a part of space communication protocol standard transport protocol
(SCPS-TP) favoured by NASA and U.S. DoD for space-to-ground downloads, receivers
continuously monitor their channel state and enter the link-corrupted state if the channel
condition is bad. The sender behaviour depends on the channel condition:
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If the channel condition is good, the cause of packet losses is assumed to be due to network
congestion as in traditional TCP.
If the channel condition is bad, the cause of packet losses is assumed to be due to link
errors, and the rate is controlled using a open-loop token bucket.
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In the proposed rapid recovery [58] algorithm, at ﬁrst, all packet losses are assumed to
be due to network congestion as it is the case in traditional TCP. However, in order to probe
the availability of network resources, the source transmits certain number of dummy packets.
If the packet loss was due to link errors, the dummy packets would reach the receiver and
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be acknowledged, increasing the transmission window rapidly. However, these ideas
are not directly applicable to multicast communication, since receivers at diﬀerent
locations would experience diﬀerent channel and network conditions and therefore, in the
decision making process, the sender is forced to combine multiple indications in making a
single rate control decision. More details on these and similar approaches could be found in
Reference [59].
The rather long propagation delays usually associated with satellite links could impose
performance constraints for TCP-like protocols, since the congestion control window is
regulated per round-trip time. Especially, TCP’s slow start mechanism has been shown to cause
performance problems in satellite networks, and several solutions have been proposed primarily
for unicast communication. TCP-connection-splitting protocols split a TCP connection between
the sender and the receiver into three separate connections}one between the sender and the
satellite gateway, the other between the satellite gateway and the user satellite terminal, and a
third one between the user satellite terminal and the user machine. In this case, a specialized
protocol tuned to the satellite environment may be used over the satellite-only hop, while
traditional TCP runs on other connections. In this approach, over the satellite-only hop, packet
losses are attributed to channel conditions, and there exists a bandwidth allocation problem
rather than a congestion problem, since the satellite uplink/downlink bandwidth is ﬁxed and has
to be shared amount all active connections. Over the TCP connections, on the other hand,
packet losses are due to congestion only, and are dealt with accordingly. These and similar
issues are addressed by the research community in several occasions and more details can be
found in References [58–61]. We discuss some of the specialized protocols for the satellite
environment in Section 4.
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4.1. Avoiding feedback implosion
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In this section, we outline some of the current directions in the development of next generation
satellite multicast transport protocols. Some of the issues outlined in this section have already
been identiﬁed as the key problems for multicast services by the research community. However,
in the case of satellite multicast services, these problems have either diﬀerent roots or diﬀerent
solution spaces. Therefore, in this section, we revisit these questions and try to provide design
guidelines.

Current design alternatives for feedback implosion avoidance primarily depend on whether an
alternative terrestrial path is available for transmission of user feedback. When terrestrial links
are available, user feedback could be sent to the source over the terrestrial links. Feedback
implosion could be avoided on these paths by using one of the existing feedback scoping
alternatives discussed in the previous sections. However, in areas where no such path is
available, it is not possible to send user feedback over the terrestrial links, and for reliable
communication, we have to consider a satellite system with bi-directional links. In this case,
uplink channel resources have to accessed and shared by all receivers. In Reference [62], the
proposed algorithm uses a round-robin time division multiple access (TDMA) scheme on the
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Packet recovery is another problem for which there are several available solutions in the context
of terrestrial wireline networks, but has to be revisited in the context of satellite networks. The
design alternatives for packet recovery also depend heavily on the existence of a terrestrial
connection among the receivers. In Reference [63], authors use local recovery of missing packets
among the members of a receiver cluster. Only when the packet can not be recovered within a
cluster, its is retransmitted over the satellite. This approach reduces the recovery latency
compared to schemes which have to go through a repeat-request process over the high latency
satellite channel.
Missing packets could be retransmitted over the satellite channel, if the receivers are
experiencing correlated losses. This approach would improve the transmission eﬃciency because
of the broadcast nature of the satellite channel. Retransmissions could also be unicast to
individual receivers which are requesting the packets over a terrestrial link, if losses are
uncorrelated. The satellite reliable distribution protocol (SRDP) [34], combines both
approaches and uses three separate phases to complete the transmission of the packets. During
the ﬁrst phase, packets are transmitted over the satellite channel. After collecting feedback from
the receivers, in the second phase, the packets needed by a large number of receivers are
retransmitted over the satellite channel. Only after the second phase, receivers are allowed to
individually receive and request packets from the source.
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uplink channel. The disadvantage is that, it does not scale well with increasing number of
receivers, since more uplink bandwidth has to be allocated for feedback transmission. In
Reference [63], the authors group receivers into clusters, where only the cluster heads transmit
feedback over the satellite link. Although this scoping reduces the number of users that have to
access the uplink channel, the approach assumes that receivers inside a cluster are able to
communicate each other through secondary means.
We are concerned that both the requirement for terrestrial links, as well as the requirement for
secondary communication between the users are restrictive and in general contradicts the
reasons for deployment of satellite networks. The feedback implosion and the uplink bandwidth
sharing problem should be studied without these assumptions. Some of the more recent work on
this topic try to approach the problem in this direction. To our knowledge, the approach
described in Reference [64] is one of the ﬁrst proposals to solve the feedback implosion problem
over satellite networks without any secondary communication between the users. The
disadvantage of this approach is that the feedback resolution requires multiple round trip
times over the high latency satellite channel. In Reference [65], the authors propose forming
receiver clusters based on their spatial correlations, e.g. rain fall precipitation data, which is a
prime factor that degrades service quality. Receivers in the same cluster use diﬀerent return
channels, while receivers in diﬀerent clusters may use the same channel since there is a low
probability of receivers located away from each other sending feedback simultaneously. In
Reference [66], a proposed feedback implosion suppression algorithm allocates receivers into
return channels based on a knapsack algorithm that tries to minimize the number of total return
channels allocated for feedback transmission.
We believe that feedback implosion avoidance is one of the key problems that has to be
addressed in the context of satellite networks, even though several proposals exist for use over
terrestrial wireline networks.
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We believe that the retransmissions over a terrestrial or a secondary network are restrictive
and that all transmissions could be handled over the satellite channel. However, retransmission
of individual packets in response to individual requests over the satellite channel clearly does not
make good use of the broadcast channel and causes high recovery latency. Therefore, we think
that, integration of packet-level FEC schemes for preventing losses as well as for assisting in the
recovery process, is the key for successful multicast protocols. We discuss this issue in the
following section.
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Packet level FEC is very eﬀective at reducing the repair traﬃc per packet loss. However, use of
traditional block FEC codes such as Reed-Solomon codes that use the algebraic properties of
ﬁnite ﬁelds, have limitations in terms of the computationally feasible block and symbol sizes. A
small block size means that the sender may run out of unique encoding packets before all
receivers could accumulate enough number of packets for successful decoding. Such receivers
would have to request original packets individually from the sender, adding to recovery latency.
These limitations could be avoided by codes capable of working over large block sizes, such as
Tornado codes [67]. Tornado codes require slightly more than k out of the n encoding packets to
recover the k source packets, i.e. there is a small reception overhead. Another type of FEC
codes, which we refer to as expandable FEC codes, can generate as few or as many unique
encoding packets as required on demand for the same group of k source packets. Luby
Transform (LT) codes [68, 69] are an example of large expandable FEC codes with a small
reception overhead. We believe that such codes are key to the design of successful multicast
protocols. They make very good use of the broadcast nature of satellite channel and remove the
restriction of a ﬁxed block length, since additional encoding packets may be transmitted as long
as there are receivers that have not yet accumulated enough encoding packets to recover the k
source packets.
It is important to note that FEC techniques trade bandwidth eﬃciency to improve the
probability of successful transmissions. Satellite channels, as many other wireless communication systems, are time-variant causing the transmission operation to be completely ‘oﬀ’ for short
periods of time, even though the channel would be of extremely high quality for the rest of the
time. Hence, ﬁxed protection against the worst case scenario is likely to be ineﬃcient. Therefore,
there has been a lot of eﬀort to come up with adaptive schemes that dynamically adjust the
amount of parity generated [70–74]. We think that designs that take into account channel
estimations and receiver feedback in determining the number of encoding packets will be the
next research direction. Future systems could couple these schemes with on-board buﬀering and
processing to improve the eﬃciency of the protocols. These possibilities are discussed in the next
section.
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Implementing on-board processing and buﬀering has several merits that would improve the
performance of satellite services, including but not limited to multicast. For satellites operating
around 8 GHz and above, on-board buﬀering of messages and automatic repeat request (ARQ)
can be used to minimize the eﬀects of rain outages. This is particularly advantageous at higher
frequencies and at lower elevation angles, both of which signiﬁcantly increase the excess path
loss due to rain. The beneﬁts are more pronounced in case of multicast services. By performing
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ARQ on-board the satellite, it is possible to minimize the number of feedback packets that needs
to be propagated back to the source. This would improve both the bandwidth eﬃciency of the
multicast service and the packet recovery latency.
On-board processing allows regeneration, duplication and encoding of packets. Implementing
on-board processing would beneﬁt multicast services by allowing adaptive FEC coding and
parity (re)transmission. It also allows isolating the uplink and downlink which would be
beneﬁcial in a multicast scenario since, unicast uplink communication between the source and
satellite is likely to have diﬀerent parameters than the satellite downlink. For example, at the
downlink, more redundancy may be needed to accommodate the requirements of the receiver
with the worst channel quality than the uplink channel. Isolation of the uplink and downlink, in
this case, would allow a higher code rate at the uplink, and a lower rate code at the downlink.
Coupled with on-board buﬀering, it makes it possible to dynamically change the transmission
parameters of the downlink as the multicast membership changes, while keeping the uplink
communication the same.
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There is an eﬀort in the research community to provide a ubiquitous end-to-end congestion
control algorithm for hybrid satellite-terrestrial networks [58, 75]. This requires careful
modiﬁcation of the TCP protocol to match the characteristics of the satellite channels. Another
approach is to split a connection at the terrestrial-satellite network interface, and to run TCP
between the end nodes and the satellite network gateways, while running a customized
algorithm in the satellite-only core network. The latter approach has several advantages in
practice. It allows satellite provider to optimize the traﬃc ﬂow inside the core network to
achieve high utilization. Also, it makes it possible to push the congestion to the edges of the
satellite network and let the TCP protocol’s congestion control mechanism to take care of the
congestion in the terrestrial portion of the network. Inside the core network, the problem is
reduced to a ﬂow control problem rather than a congestion control problem since the satellite
bandwidth is ﬁxed and is to be shared among all the active connections. Hence, the satellite-only
tier is isolated from the rest of the Internet, and ﬂow control can be implemented by a simple
window control mechanism. There is also no need to diﬀerentiate between losses due to
congestion and losses due to link losses.
Isolating the satellite network from the rest of the Internet would require additional
functionality at the gateway nodes [59]. However, we believe that satellite providers would be
willing to go with this design, since the implementation will allow them to have full control of
the traﬃc ﬂow in their networks. Adding to this the challenges of having a TCP-like behaviour
for multicast services, we believe that, having a customized algorithm for the satellite network
has considerable advantages.
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5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a taxonomy and survey of various design alternatives for
supporting multicast services, and discussed how the design space of various multicast transport
protocol components are constrained in the context of satellite networks. Our classiﬁcation is
based on the IETF building blocks for multicast transport protocols, but highlights which key
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components of a general transport protocol are aﬀected by the two most common satellite
network deployment scenarios.
We also outlined some of the issues that are critical in the development of next generation
satellite multicast services. Some of these problems, such as feedback implosion avoidance and
packet level FEC coding at the transport layer, have counterparts in terrestrial networks, but
they have to be addressed separately while taking into consideration the unique characteristics
of satellite networks. We believe that eﬃcient solutions to these problems and development of
new technologies, such as on-board processing and buﬀering, would demonstrate the true value
of satellite networks in the global communication infrastructure.
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